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NRC Office of  Nuclear

Regulatory Research (RES)

• Established as an Office of the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission in Energy Reorganization Act of 1974

• Office function codified in Federal Regulation

• Performs research in support of regulatory and 
licensing program offices and at direction of 
Commission

Plans, recommends, and implements programs of nuclear regulatory research, 
standards development, and resolution of generic safety issues for nuclear power 
plants and other facilities regulated by the NRC.

--Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 1--
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RES Operating Environment

• Uncertainties in the future direction of the U.S. commercial nuclear power 
sector present a challenge for RES near- and long-term planning

• Most industry forecasts indicate a steadily contracting commercial reactor 
fleet

• Emerging technologies are changing well-established regulatory 
infrastructure
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RES Moving Forward

• Fundamental Principles:                         
Research Matters

• Adapting to Uncertainties:
– Strategic Workforce Planning

– Research Project Prioritization

– Leveraging cooperative agreements

– Maintaining critical experimental                                 
facilities
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Research Matters

Right Research
• Mix of confirmatory and 

anticipatory
• Focused on safety and 

security

Right Time
• Meet the pace of 

technological 
development

• Support timely 
decision-making

Right Investment
• Value-focused
• Efficient
• Leveraged

Distinguishing and focusing on the unique and indispensable 
contributions of RES in accomplishing the NRC mission
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Strategic Workforce Planning

• Goal – align staffing with workload and skill needs to meet 
short- and long-term mission objectives

• Approach:
– Forecast future workload
– Designate core skills
– Account for possible staff transitions                                            

(transfers, retirements)
– Identify anticipated skill gaps or excesses
– Plan for hiring, training, and development needs

• Example Analysis (numbers for illustration purposes only):
– Workload forecast projects need for 10 materials engineers in 2023
– From current staffing and projected transitions, RES expects to have 12 

materials engineers on staff in 2023
– No additional hiring of materials engineers is anticipated. Two 

materials engineers can be cross-trained to support other                  
skill needs.
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Research Project Prioritization

• Goal – align resource allocation in accordance with the 
priority of the work

• Approach:
– Establish objective evaluation criteria to                                         

measure the project priority

– Define list of discrete projects for                                                                                         
ranking

– Subject matter experts rate the project priority in accordance with the 
evaluation criteria

• Example: Reactor pressure vessel research projects have high 
priority because:
– High safety significance

– Generically applicable to many plants

– Support regulatory licensing actions

Mission

Driver

Resources

– Critical for staff knowledge                                  
management

– Low cost
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Leveraging Cooperative Agreements

• Goal – leverage NRC resources by participating in multi-party 
cooperative research activities

• Approach:
– Maintain awareness of research                                                       

interests and priorities of industry,                                                        
other government agencies, and                                              
international counterparts

– Engage counterparts to identify                                                          
research projects of common interest                                                      
and define scope of permissible                                                 
cooperation

– Formalize cooperative research       
arrangement by Memoranda of Understanding                                                 
(domestic) or Implementing Agreement (international)

• In practice
– Agreements require strict legal scrutiny to assure NRC independence
– Agreements can involve data sharing, contributions in kind, or 

financial investment
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Leveraging Cooperative Agreements
Long-term operation Computer code sharing Fire research

Steam generator 
tube integrity

Probabilistic risk 
assessment

Seismic hazard 
assessment
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Sustaining Research Facilities
• Goal – ensure continued viability of testing facilities needed 

for critical nuclear safety research
• Approach:

– Identify domestic and international                                                         
facilities whose continued operation                                                            
is at risk

– Develop plans for addressing                                                   
technological, financial, or political                                                           
risk factors

– Devise alternative or contingency                                                           
plans for at-risk facilities

• Recent Challenge: Impending Halden Closure
– RES funded research programs at the Halden reactor addressed fuels 

and irradiation-assisted degradation of internals
– RES is working with DOE and U.S. industry to identify alternative 

testing plans
– Extent of research delays and financial implications are still under 

assessment
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Summary

• RES future planning is challenged by uncertainties 
and changes within the U.S. nuclear industry

• RES remains committed to performing the right 
research at the right time for the right investment

• RES is implementing strategic initiatives to remain 
agile and efficient while maintaining the safety and 
security focus
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